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NAACP Delegation
Asks U. N. To
Investigate
‘Rogue’ Voting
Laws In The U.S.

NAACP President/CEO Benjamin Todd Jealous

(TriceEdneyWire.com) –
NA A C P Pr es ident/C EO
Benjamin Todd Jealous and an
NAACP delegation are in
Geneva this week. They are
reporting to the United Nations
Civil Rights Council on the
“rogue and malicious manner”
by which some states in the U.S.
are establishing new voting
rights laws that disparately
affect racial minorities.
“This will be the first time
in decades that we as an organization are before the Council
with a specific complaint about
actions that are being taken
here in the U.S.,” Jealous said
in a recorded telephone press
conference last week. “The
first time was in 1947 when
WEB DuBois did a speech
appealing to the world through
the U.N. Now, like then, the
principle concern is voting
rights.”

Lakewood’s AVID
Program Going Strong

MARCH 15 - MARCH 21, 2012

VOLUME 44 NUMBER 29

It has been rapid fire for
civil rights leaders over the past
year as they have attempted to
shoot down new voting rights
bills. The bills are particularly
calling for strict voter identifications; registration identifications and felony disenfranchisement, all of which civil
rights leaders say disproportionately affect black and
Latino people.
“In the past year, more
states in this country have
passed more laws, pushing
more voters out of the ballot
box than at any point since the
rise of Jim Crow,” Jealous said.
Both Jealous and Sharpton
c onte nd tha t at l eas t fi v e
million voters could be blocked
due to the restrictive new laws
in sta te s inc lu d i n g S o u t h

NAACP

continued on pg. 8

ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA

BY HOLLY KESTENIS
SPECIAL TO THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER

S T. P E T E R S B U R G Lakewood High School is just
one of many high schools in
Pinellas County and throughout
Florida that offers the
Advancement Via Individual
Determination (AVID) program
to its students.
AVID Coordinator Tara
Fowler heads up the program
at Lakewood High School and
is responsible for its implementation.
“I’m excited,” Fowler
beams. “I’ve seen the program
grow so much and I’ve seen the
student’s attitudes change. If a
kid knows you care, it gives
them the satisfaction they need
to succeed, that they may not be
getting from anywhere else.”
Currently in its second year,
AVID is a college readiness
program geared toward mostly
minority students and first time
college families in an attempt
to prepare students for post
secondary education.
Although many different
criteria are looked at when
deciding if a student is right for
the AVID program, the main
criteria is whether they are
willing to break out of the norm
of a regular course schedule and
take up the challenge of honor
courses.
“They come in and this may
be their first honors class ever,”
Fowler explains. “We want to
start them off with one class.
Each year we expect more. We
have the support system within
their AVID elective class to help
them with their success.”
A contract is required of all

Back - Dajia Sheeley, Nyquel Alexander, Decari Turner, Dione O'Riggins, and Jason Smith
Middle - Alexis Harris, Brittany Thompson, Robert Leeks, Dominique Bostic, and Diamond Brown.
Front - Tara Fowler, Brendan Garrison, Tamia Kennedy, Jahnique Corbett, and Linda Corbett

program participants, and strict
standards are enforced when it
comes to behavior and grade
point averages. The program
encourages each student to push
their personal limits and to
obtain the highest grade point
average possible. The minimum
GPA to stay in the program is
2.5; however, most of the
s t u d e n t s f a r e h i g h e r. T h e
county’s graduation requirement is a 2.0.
“This is a college ready
program and we tell them,
college ready students have a
certain way they need to act
wh e n t h e y c o m e t o t h e
classroom.”
Some students experience
an adjustment period as they
attempt to become acclimated to
the new climate and greater
expectations of an honor’s
classroom, but students soon
learn they have to step it up in
order to succeed.
“You can’t settle for just
being average anymore,”
Fowler said. “It’s a competi-

AVID Coordinator Tara Fowler

tion, and you have to push
t h r o u g h . T h a t ’s w h a t t h i s
program is about.”
Any qualifying high school
student interested in the AVID
program can apply; however,
most participants filter in from
area middle schools that already
h a v e a n e s t a b l i s h e d AV I D
program. Interested students fill
out an application and obtain a
positive referral before being

admitted to the high school
program. If a student is new to
AVID, an interview process
may be required.
Te a c h e r s a l s o u n d e rg o
intensive training to acquire the
necessary skills needed in order
to instruct students how to think
critically for themselves.

AVID

continued on pg. 12
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BY DR. YVONNE
SCRUGGS-LEFTWICH
SPECIAL TO THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER

ST. PETERSBURG - For
two years running, more than
one-third of the 30 high school
s t u d en t s wh o are C C E J Quantum Opportunities
program participants, called
Quantum Associates, have been
honored for their high grade
point averages at the Annual Dr.
Mac J. Williams Academic
Excellence Awards program.
The eleven Quantum Associates
are members of a national
Milton S. Eisenhower
Foundation and U. S. Justice
Department funded afterschool
academic and social enrichment
program. Known as CCEJQuantum in St. Petersburg, it is

operated by the non-profit
Center for Community and
Economic Justice Corporation
and is the only one of seven
such national programs located
in the state of Florida.
The Dr. Mac J. Williams, Sr.
Awards program, created in
memory of the iconic educational leader and world ambassador, has been held each fall at
the Palladian at St. Petersburg
College. This year the program
attracted a standing-room only
audience. Many parents of the
honorees and extended family
members were present.
The Quantum Associates
who are becoming permanent
Dr. Mac J. Williams, scholars
are: Dominique Smith,
Quanishia Bethune, Antonio
Bogans, Jessica Faulk,
Roneisha Gibson, Tajon Hinds,

Photographs courtesy of Kelley Collier

Dr. Yvonne Scruggs-Leftwich, center, stands
with student displaying a sample of their posters.

Tiana Hinton, Tyrone Darion
Johnson, Lauren Lord and
Gabrielle Robinson and
Dietrick Fowler. These students
have maintained at least a 3.0
grade point average over the

high school years, and
Dominique Smith has a 4.0
average at Collegiate as well.

QUANTUM

continued on pg. 12
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COMMUNITY NEWS
My Friend Zora Neal Hurston
Community Spotlight

My mother kept asking me to
read a book that she read in
college. I couldn’t understand
why she would want me to read a
book that was so far advance for
me. I finally sat down and started
flipping through the pages looking
for pictures, and there weren’t any.
So I decided to read enough of it
so I could tell her I read it. After
about sixty pages in, I realized that
I couldn’t put the book down even
if I wanted to. The book was
“Their Eyes Were Watching
Good,” by Zora Neale Hurston.
Before I even finished reading the
book, I decided to become a
writer. If I could tell a story half as
good as Mrs. Hurston did, I could
inspire millions to read.
I was taken on an adventure
through the Florida swamps and
back, all while never leaving my
bedroom. The next night, I wrote
my first short story entitled “My
Friend, Mrs. Zora Neal Hurston.”
The story takes place in modern
times with Zora and me exploring
our way through the jungles of
South America looking for lost
tribes untouched by modern
society. I can’t tell too much of the
plot; you will have to read it when
it’s published.
I always wanted to write, but I
never had anything inspire me to
actually write the first sentence
down until “Their Eyes Were
Watching God.” Since then, I

have written three other adventure
short stories, and I’m currently
working on a novel about a real
life anthropologist who leaves
home and moves to Haiti to work
with a voodoo priest. If you know
anything about Zora Neal
Hurston, you know that she
actually became voodoo priestess
in Haiti. My story is a horror story
filled with zombies and black
magic. Zora’s anthropological
work was more academic.
I hope to be published before
completing high school. This
summer I would like to attend a
writer’s camp to help my writing
mature.
Mrs. Hurston has brought out
the adventure in me. I use to get
lost in video games, but now I get
lost in jungles. I use to watch television shows about exploring
uncharted lands, and now I’m
sending my characters to the ends
of the earth. I write because it
brings me joy and it brings me a
little closer to the woman who
inspired me to explore my mind
and seek out adventures on paper.
Elan Buntyn is in the eight
grade and attends Madeira Beach
Fundamental School. His favorite
subjects are band, math, and of
course, literature. His hobbies are
writing, playing hockey and
making music. He still thanks his
mother for making him turn the
television off and forcing him to

By Emma Cavin • Special to the Challenger

David And Sonya Burgess
Pastors, Evangelists, Parents, Educators, Mentors

pick up a book.
Editors Note: Keep those
essays coming! Remember,
students from grades 6-12 are
welcomed to submit a 400 to 500
word essay. Essays will be judged
by school levels. This will allow a
middle school winner and a high
school winner. Each winning
essayist will receive $100 dollars.
Essays will be judged on content
and grammar.
Last day to enter will be
March 31. Each week a few select
essays will be published;
however, a winner will not be
chosen until April 11.
Please send your submission,
a short paragraph about yourself,
and picture to: editor@theweeklychallenger.com. If you do not
have internet access, please send
your submission to: The Weekly
Challenger, 2500 MLK Jr., Street
South, St. Petersburg, FL 33705.

David Burgess
wants people to
know that he is a
native son. He
also wants them to
know that he has
not forgotten his
place
in
the
community of his
youth. Thus, he
has been making
extra efforts to
become
reacquainted
with
former friends and
make many new
ones. He remembers the neighborhood schools he
attended with friends, cousins and siblings. He
has driven past his childhood church, the spot
where he met his friends, and the vacant lot where
they would hang out and play ball games. His high
school was Gibbs, the home of the Gladiators.
When he compares his childhood with others,
he does not remember anything especially outstanding. He was an ordinary boy who lived an
ordinary life in an ordinary city. Nothing more.
How could he know that even as a child, he was
preparing for a very special life? While other
children read comics and sports books, he was
reading the bible and questioning the reasons for
many of the situations he studied.
That
knowledge base was the beginning of his
evolution into the man he is now. His wife,
Sonja, on the other hand, knew from an early age
that she would become an educator. She was also
focused on her relationship with God and how he
guided her life. Even meeting and marrying
David Burgess is seen as a special manifestation
of how God works through chaos and adversities
to strengthen us and get us moving in the
direction that will bring triumphs into our lives.
An only child growing up in Wildwood, FL,
Sonja Burgess always felt loved and nurtured by
both sides of her family. She played soccer and
basketball and sang in her church’s youth choir.
She even played clarinet from middle school
through high school. On a daily basis, she
strived for excellence; her grades were all As and
Bs. After high school, Sonja Burgess attended
the University of South Florida. There, she
earned a bachelor’s degree in business
education and a master’s degree in education.
For the past 17 years, she has worked as a teacher
and administrator while simultaneously working
with her husband in their ministries.
The couple met in 1994. A whirlwind
courtship led to marriage in 1995, a new baby in
1996 and divorce in 1997. “Somehow,” explained
Sonja Burgess, “We had lost sight of what brought
us together and what we were destined to do. We
began dating because we saw something different
in each other the instant we met. Neither of us had
previously met many people our age who enjoyed
studying the Word and talking about the promises

and miracles of
God. We were
not going to clubs
or defiling our
bodies. Instead,
we were studying
the word and
listening to inspirational music.”
As
Sonja
Burgess further
explained,
“Much
prayer
and studying with
wiser individuals
led us back
together, the relationship was restored, and we
remarried. Now, we truly understand how situations and a lack of understanding can cause
young people to lose sight of God’s purpose for
their lives. We were truly blessed to be able to
get back on the right track. God also gave us
another son, six year old Joshua. David, II is
fifteen. We often share our experiences with
others in hopes that they will yield their will to
God and learn to lead a life orchestrated by Him,
not by popular or current trends.”
Today, the Burgesses are focused on serving
others. They have become pastors, evangelists,
mentors, and teachers who use the Holy Bible as
a class textbook, a reference library, and a
personal handbook for living. They are working
hand in hand to meet the spiritual and physical
needs of as many people as possible so that they
will be able to find a path of restoration for their
lives. As Burgess tells others, “When I first
came to the saving knowledge of Jesus Christ, I
did not know where to start in the Word of God.
I prayed for direction in what and how to study.
After years of studying, praying, and applying
life changing principles to the circumstances in
which I found myself, I learned what it means to
walk by faith and not by sight. I know, today,
that the Word of God is true and that it works.
No matter where you are in life, the Word of
God can change your situation.”
To prepare himself for the ministry, Burgess
took part in an 18 month discipleship training
program at Faith Home Ministries. He received
a master’s degree from Faith Theological
Seminary and Christian College. Following his
studies and ordination, he served as an associate
pastor for 11 years at the Lighthouse Revival
Center, under the leadership of Bishop Hank
Furr. In July, 2010, David and Sonja Burgess
established the Lighthouse Word of Faith at
3319 18th Avenue South. “It began as a bible
study in a home. The group grew so fast that we
had to move to a place where we could serve
more people,” Burgess said.
David
and
Sonya Burgess envision growth that will lead to
an academy and a ministry focused on the needs
of women. For further information, go to
www.lwfcc.org.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
(RET) CSM Tony H. Purdy
Garrison Command Sergeant Major
BY EMMA CAVIN
SPECIAL TO THE
CHALLENGER

S T. P E T E R S B U R G Command Sergeant Major Tony
H. Purdy was born in Gainesville,
FL and grew up in St. Petersburg.
A graduate of Boca Ciega high
School, Purdy was a member of
the swim team and involved in
track and field games. He loved
playing football, but a job after
school along with the modular
scheduling of his classes did not
allow him to get to practice. “I
always had some kind of job. I just
had to make a few dollars,” Purdy
said. Karate became his substitute
for field sports when he wasn’t
doing things with his siblings. The
youngest of four, Purdy, his
brother and two sisters often
played basketball together after
school and on weekends. They
also enjoyed playing pinball and
ping-pong (table tennis). Very
rarely did they play board games
or sit around watching television.
There was too much energy
flowing for any of them to sit
quietly for that long.
Purdy is the third generation
of Purdy men who served in the
military. For over five years, his
grandfather, RC Purdy, was a
combat medic in World War II.
Most of his service time was spent
in Europe. His father, John Purdy
was an infantry soldier. He was
trained and stationed in Ft. Dix,
N.J. before he was sent to help out
overseas. “I went into air defense
as an artillery specialist. On
assignments, I had the opportunity
to go to numerous places and
study a variety of classes in my

field. Ft. Bliss was the place of
my entry into the Army, and Ft.
Bliss was also the place of my
release. It was the first assignment and the last one,” he noted.
His last assignment was Garrison
Command Sergeant Major. He
retired in January 2010.
In addition to Ft. Bliss,
Purdy’s assignments included
tours at Fort Stewart, GA; Fort
Jackson, SC; Fort Lee, VA; Fort
Irwin, CA, and overseas locations
such as Korea, Germany, Kuwait,
and Southwest Asia. His leadership in those positions led Purdy
to be come t h e C o m m an d
Sergeant Major of the U.S. Army
C ombine d Arm s S u p p o rt
Battalion. All of his assignments
and positions demonstrated his
ability to lead others. Therefore,
he was frequently assigned to
another task or place where he
could train others in his area of
expertise. For Purdy, each new
assignment brought new opportunities to learn and to teach. His
work was never boring; he was
always looking for ways to do
things bette r. He earn ed a
bachelor’s degree in Business
Management from Excelsior
University in Albany, NY, so efficiency has always been a priority
with him.
Awards and decorations
received by Purdy were the Army
Meritorious Service Medal, Army
commendation Medal, Army
Achievement Medal, Army Good
Conduct Medal, and the Unit
Award. He also received the Army
Drivers Badge, Army Drill
Sergeant Badge, and the United
States Army Legion of Merit
Award.

First Place Win For
Community Mime Ministry

Command Sergeant Major
Tony H. Purdy

Since his retirement, Purdy
has been serving as Commander
of VFW 10174, Gulfport, FL.
Th ro u g h t h e p o s t , h e h as
continued to work hand in hand
with veterans who need assistance
on medical issues and various
other entitlements. The members
of his post conduct fundraisers to
support the schools and children
who have a need. For the veterans,
an honorable discharge is all that
is required for getting help with
their problems.
Golf is the new pastime for
Purdy and his friends. At least a
couple of times per week he can
be found at the driving range.
“Maybe twice a month, we are on
the course just enjoying life. It is a
good feeling to have those kinds
of days … no worries except
hitting a few balls. We also travel
throughout the state with the
VFW Post. Next year, I’ll be the
commander for district 9. We
have 24 VFW districts in Florida.
I am out of the Army now, but
some things are the same. I am
still an early riser who exercises
every day. Also, I am still busy
and loving it,” Purdy declared.

(L-R) Rikaya Williams, Destiny Harden, Jahron Williams, Ameer Williams,
Lydia Murphy, Aaron Williams, Nija Harden, Shamaya Williams, Shanyja Williams.
(Back L-R) Yolanda Harden and Deborah Harden

ST. PETERSBURG - The
Community Mime Ministry, a
talented praise dance group,
won first place at the 2012 St.
Petersburg Human Rights
Festival. The competition took
place Saturday, March 3 in
downtown St. Petersburg.
Competing amongst seventeen
d a n c e g r o u p s o f d i ff e r e n t
styles and ages, they skillfully
blended their praise dance with
contemporary Christian music
to create a unique style of
inspirational dance that captivated the crowd and impressed
the judges.

This enthusiastic group of
inner city youth ages range
from five to 13 years. They are
members of the Royal Theater
Bo y s & G i r l s C l u b A r t s
Academy located at 1011 22nd
Street in St. Petersburg. The
group was originally founded
fifteen years ago by Deborah
Harden and daughter Yolanda
Harden in hopes of inspiring
others to accept God into their
lives.
Deborah Harden stated, “It
has been a long time and a lot
of hard work to bring the youth
to this level of performance.”

She was so excited that the
y o u t h ’s h a r d w o r k w a s
rewarded with first place.
Parents and volunteers also
were very happy for the mime
team success. All the mime
team youth are honor roll
students and believe in maintaining high character
standards.
The Community Mime
Team meets every Monday at
5:30 p.m. for practice and
welcomes any youth to join
them. Limited scholarships are
available.
Congratulations!

Tribute To
Mrs. Articee Cooper

Mrs. Articee Cooper’s coworkers at Happy Workers
Children Center wanted to say
their last goodbyes to their
loving friend.
I meet Mrs. Cooper in ’08,
and I found her to be honest
and loyal. She was devoted to
the children and families that
she served. Mrs. Cooper will
be hard to replace in our
nursery and in our hearts.
Patricia Needom
Mrs. Cooper was a true
person indeed. I knew the day I
met her that I had found a
friend. She and I joked about
her age, which she would
never say, and I would tell her
that she “still had it going on.”
Arlene Dixon
It’s been over a month
since the Lord took you to
h e a v e n . Yo u a r e g r e a t l y
missed. Your smile remains in
the classroom.
Ms. Mann
It was truly a blessing to
know Mrs. Cooper. She was a
woman of God and she loved
the Lord. She has touched the
lives of many people from
infants to adults. I thank the

Lord for the time He gave me
wi t h h e r. I h a v e s w e e t
memories that I can reflect
back on and smile.
Sharon Howard
Mrs. Cooper was a
wonderful, loving, caring
person; and even though I only
knew her for a short time,
those moments will be
treasured forever. She was a
true example of a caregiver as
she dedicated her life working
and caring for young children.
My heart goes out to her
family. We will truly miss her.
Christine Donar
We met at a young age and
lived next door to each other.
After 30 years, we came
together again working as
caregivers. She accomplished
many goals in this field and all
with a smile. I called her an
angel in her own way.
Ms Josephine Seafus
Mrs. Cooper was warm
and giving to anyone that
needed a word of encouragement. I watched her soothe a
screaming child with her
calming voice and loving
smile. I’m sure everyday

Articee Cooper

wasn’t rosy for her, but she just
had a way of making it look
like it was.
Shirley Collins
Mrs. Cooper was a
wonderful person to be
around. Everyday that I came
in contact with her she was
always smiling and thanking
God for another day. It was
great having her as coworker
and friend.
Gertrude Jones
Mrs. Articee Cooper’s
memory will be cherished
forever through all the lives
that she touched.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Impact Day Of Service
Promotes Character Development

BY JEANIE BLUE
SPECIAL TO THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER

ST. PETERSBURG - A large
group of young men woke up early
last Saturday and attended the
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Impact
Day of Service, which was held at
the Lakeview Presbyterian Church.
According to the president of the
St. Petersburg Alumnae Chapter,
Anita Lewis, this international
w o m en’s gr oup performs
community service projects
annually and decided to use this
event to reach out to “our Kings.”
The theme for this year’s event
was ISWAG (I’m Smart, Wellrounded, Active and Generous).
The young men were divided into
groups and a representative from
each group explained how they
took a category from the theme and
listed qualities that demonstrate
that category.
For example, one group listed
qualities that made up the category
of “I’m Smart.” The young men
broke down the word “SMART”
and used each letter to represent a

character trait.
Another group presented a list
for the category “Well-rounded,”
and suggests that in order to be
well-rounded one must be book
and street smart with a good personality.
For the “Generous” category,
Spencer Colquitt, the master of
ceremony, explained that when
you allocate time to do something
positive then you are being
generous. “These young men took
steps to get up early on a Saturday
and participate in this workshop,”
Colquitt said. “This represents the
generous category of our theme, by
allocating time to doing positive
things as a result of positive
thinking.”
The keynote speaker and
reformed drug dealer Rechi Butler
of Tampa, shares his experiences
by speaking with groups of youth.
Butler recounts that when he goes
into Juvenile Detention Centers
and probation offices, he notices a
lot of young men of color being
caught up in the corrections
system. He told the group that
although he had never gone to

Courtesy of

prison for dealing illicit drugs, he
was in and out of the local jails. He
explained that from now on he will
do whatever it takes to prevent
going back to jail.
“I work doing lawns, trimming
trees and pressure washing,” Butler
said. “I’ll do this before I go back to
wear the orange jail house uniform.
People told me ‘you’re going to
prison’ when I was young. Guess
what, I haven’t gone to prison yet. I
stop doing what could set me up to
go to prison. Trouble was here
before any of you or I got here. We
perish because of the lack of
knowledge.”

Butler further explained that
the event was a success because the
young men in attendance were
taking advantage of an opportunity
where people are investing in their
futures.
Other sponsors of the event
included the local chapter of the
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.,
Housing Solutions, Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity, Inc. (Eta Rho Chapter)
and the local Rotary Club.
C h a i r p e r s o n Va l e r i e
Pendarvis-Haynes thanked
everyone for their participation,
and a generous lunch was
provided.

“I’m Smart, Well-Rounded, Active and Generous”

Justin Hires, Local Movie Star

BY JEANIE BLUE
SPECIAL TO THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER

ST. PETERSBURG - If you
want to enjoy a great comedy and
support a local up and coming
multi-talented actor, comedian
and writer, then go see “21 Jump
Street.” The movie will be
released in theatres this Friday.
Justin Hires, who was born and
raised in St. Petersburg, will be
featured in the role of ‘Juario,’ a
young man who is caught up in
the drug trade.
In a recent telephone
interview with Hires, this
reporter was provided with some
details of the movie, and how his
professional acting career has
developed. He graduated from
the Gibbs High School of the
Performing Arts with a degree in
Theatre
Performance,
and
currently lives in Los Angeles
with his wife.
The following are excerpts
from the interview with Justin
Hires:
TWC: Why should we go
see “21 Jump Street?”
Hires: Because I’m in it! It’s
funny and also features other
actors including Jonah Hill,
Channing Tatum and Ice Cube.
Then you have someone from St.
Petersburg, and the people
should support me and the
movie.
TWC: Set your character up
for me.
Hires: I’m a high school
student selling drugs, and I’m
black. When you watch it you’ll
see the full spectrum of my
character. Dave Franco and I are
playing students selling drugs at
the high school, and Channing
Tatum and Jonah Hill come and
break it up.
TWC: Did you grow up
wanting to be an actor/entertainer?
Hires: Yes, since I was 13
years old, I’ve wanted to and
pursued acting. I started performing at the Little Theater [now the
City Theater] and American
Stage and became the youngest
and only African American doing
the “Shakespeare in the Park”
productions.
TWC: How old are you and

how long have you been a professional performer?
Hires: I am 26 years old, and
my first film role was in 2005. I
have been a professional movie
theatrical actor for seven years.
It’s a marathon race and not a
sprint and I’ve remained faithful
and very thankful for the doors
opening for me.
TWC: What’s the most
exciting thing to you about the
acting profession?
Hires: Being able to be
around and learn from creative
people, and to be able to learn
about the movie and entertainment industry. I can relate and tell
stories while hanging out with
celebrities. I get a chance to be
around like minded people with
the goal of telling a story that the
world can relate to. And partying
with Jamie Fox in the VIP section
was most exciting.
TWC: What other avenues
are you pursuing in the film
industry?
Hires: I’m currently writing
a screen play for Rainforest
Films (“Takers,” “Stomp the
Yard,” and “Think Like A Man”),
produced by William Packer, Jr.,
who is also from St. Petersburg. I
do sketches (short 3 to 5 minutes
parody) on the internet which
garnered over 11 million viewers
for myself. I write screen plays
for production and movie
companies, and I wrote an
original screen play for myself
and for some television shows.
TWC: Where do you get
your ideas for writing a script
from?
Hires: I really get them from
life experiences. You should
write what you know from living
and interacting with people and
experiencing different and
strange things.
TWC: How do you feel
about the media’s portrayal of
African Americans on film?
Hires: I feel like we’re
making strides in the industry
and we could be doing more
when it comes to putting out
African American products.
There should be more movies
and television shows that include
a real spectrum of images. For
example, in the movie Precious
where the charact er was

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

portrayed as an obese African
American woman, some people
didn’t like it. Some people look
down at those images, but it’s
showing a full spectrum. We’re
ok, but it can be much better.
African Americans need to
produce, direct and put our
money in films to ensure the
images we want out there are
what we see on screen.
TWC: What would you say
to young people about pursuing
the film industry as a viable
career?
Hires: If that’s your dream,
go after it. Do your homework
and study, get your head shots
together and submit and never
give up. Don’t let anyone tell you
otherwise.
TWC: Will there be any
premier parties or celebrations?
Hires: I plan on inviting
people out to one of the theaters
to watch the movie. Thanks to
T h e We e k l y C h a l l e n g e r
Newspaper, friends and family
for being so supportive throughout my career. This is just the

www.TheWeeklyChallengerNewspaper.com

beginning, and bigger and better
parts are coming. I am proud to
be a representative of the city of
St. Petersburg, and one of my
goals is to shoot a major film in
the city. Don’t know when, but
when the right script and
financing comes together…
Yo u c a n f o l l o w
him on Twitter @justinhires,
Facebook.com/ justinhires, or his
website Justinhires.com.
Support St. Petersburg’s own
Justin Hires by seeing “21 Jump
Street” this weekend.
Justin Hires

Saturday, March 17 - Bringing Family and Community
Together! St. Petersburg's Parks and Recreation Teen
Programs and Police Department bring the community
together at Meadowlawn Sports Complex, 5900 16th
Street North, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. The Family and
Community Day fun includes: games, music, prizes,
SWAT team demo, K-9 unit and bicycle giveaways. Enjoy
a flag football game with police vs. teens. Vendors and
concessions are available. Open to the public. Please call
727-893-7733 for more information.
Tuesday, March 27 - St. Anthony’s Hospital is offering
free diabetes risk assessments, blood glucose monitoring
and blood pressure checks to mark Diabetes Alert Day.
Stop by the St. Anthony’s Hospital Main Lobby to learn
about your risk for diabetes. It is recommended that you
fast before the diabetes screening, 7:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. St.
Anthony’s Hospital Main Lobby, 1200 7th Ave. N., St.
Petersburg, FL 33705. Call 727-953-6993 for information.
Wednesday, April 4 - African American Family Histories.
Pinellas Genealogy Society instructor Harriet Thompkins
will present a class on African American Genealogy at the
Johnson Branch Library, 6-7:30 p.m. Ms. Thompkins will
demonstrate how African Americans can research their
family histories, and will use personal experiences to show
challenges, techniques and strategies to uncover the
family trees of this specialized population. For more information please call 727-893-7113.
Saturday, April 7 - 3rd Annual Cancer Education Forum.
It’s A Family Affair: Your Family Health and Survivorship.
Presented By Sistahs Surviving Breast Cancer. Please join
us in celebrating cancer survivorship and learning the
importance of knowing your family health history. 8:30 11:30 a.m. Hosted by: James B. Sanderlin Neighborhood
Family Center 2335 22nd Avenue South, St. Petersburg,
FL 33712. Registration Deadline is April 4. Call 727-8673828 or 727-244-9851.
Thursdays, April 12 & 19 - FREE 2-part “Household
Budgeting” Seminar, designed for people who want to
learn to live better on less and/or to save to buy a home.
This event is sponsored by the Community Service
Foundation, and takes place at the Sunshine Center
located at 330 5th Street Northfrom 6-9 p.m.. Attendees
must be present for both sessions to receive certificate of
completion. Classes are free to the public.

The following jobs are currently available:

• Student Services program Specialist (#5811)
• Law Enforcement Officer (#6677)
For information regarding the above jobs, please go to

http://employment.usf.edu
or visit the USFSP Human Resources Office at,
140 Seventh Avenue S., BAY 206, St. Petersburg, FL.
USFSP is an EO/Equal Access Institution. Welcoming...Diverse...Inclusive

HOMEOWNERS
INSURANCE

Cancelled or Non-Renewed???

WE CAN HELP!!!

727-393-4617

Larry Eugene Walker • Insurance
Great Automobile Rates • Over 20 Years of Experience

DO YOU HAVE A TRIED
AND TRUE RECIPE?
Submit your recipe to
The Weekly Challenger!!
editor@theweeklychallenger.com
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Caring
for the

Soul

BLACK HISTORY

“Celebrating Our History Is An Everyday Thing”

Source: biography.com and avaduvernay.com

BY VIKKI T. GASKIN-BUTLER, M.DIV., PH.D.

One of the women who nurtured me as a
child died at the beginning of this week. She was
one of my paternal aunts. Most would not
describe her as the warm and fuzzy type.
However, all of her nieces and nephews knew
she loved us in her own way.
When I was a child she told me not to look
down when I walked. She told me to hold my
head up because I should be proud of who I am.
She helped her mother, siblings, nieces and
nephews (and probably many others) and
sometimes without being asked. As a result, one
of her great nieces took great care of her in the
last few years of life.
Both my aunt and my cousin who cared for
her are women who inspire me to be better than I
am – and especially, to love without limits. I am
amazed by the wondrous gift my cousin gave my

aunt in her last days. Although her story may not
be written in history books, she will be remembered for the tremendous gift she gave our aunt
when she needed someone to care for her.
I’m not sure if my cousin thought of her
caregiving as a way to thank our aunt for all she
did, however, it is apparent that our aunt
benefited from her care. Although I thanked my
aunt for each gift she gave me, I do not think I
ever really conveyed to her how much of an
impact she had on my life. I, however, am sure
she knows it now because she has taken her place
in eternity.
If any woman has made a big difference in
your life, it might be nice to thank her before she
moves to the other side of eternity. Telling her
how much she means to you, I believe, will
nurture your soul.

‘Born Eagles:
Transformers In The Making’

S T. P E T E R S B U R G There’s a change in the air. You
can feel it and you can see it. It’s
happening
throughout
the
school district, especially with
our African American male
students. Their voices are
strong, sending our community
and district a message, “Can
you, will you, help me to
succeed?”
Pinellas County Schools’
Office of Strategic Partnerships
is sponsoring “Born Eagles:
Transformers in the Making” an
African American Male
Summit, Friday, March 16 at the
St. Petersburg College
EpiCenter, Collaborative Labs.
The Summit is scheduled from
8:30 a.m.-2 p.m. for selected
middle and high school students
and parents.
K e ynote Speak er is Dr.
Ja w a nza Kunjuf u , Africa n
American Images, Inc., educat i o n a l cons ultant, mentor,
national lecturer, and bestselling
author of over 30 books
including soon to be released,
“There is Nothing Wrong With
Black Students.” Dr. Kunjufu’s
work has been featured in
Ebony and Essence Magazines
and he has been a guest on BET
and The Oprah Winfrey Show.
Dr. Kunjufu has dedicated
himself to uplifting communi-

ties across the country by
addressing dynamic topics such
as black male/female relationship solutions, critical concerns
in the area o f rai s i n g o u r
children, particularly the black
male child, and economic
solutions for the black
c ommunity, an d s p i ri t u al
motivation.
“I applaud your school
district for stepping up to
a ddre ss the cal l o f y o u r
students. Many districts are in
denial,” said Dr. Kunjufu. “The
national dropout rate is 53
percent black and Hispanic
male. Why?”
Dr. Kunjufu will be addressing students, parents and administrators at the Summit. He
hopes to stress the importance
of developing goals to these
young men. “Many students
make mistakes because they
have a lack of goals. Their
decisions are based on the
influence of peer pressure, the
music they listen to, the television programs they watch, and
the video games they play.”
Lorenzo Bright, sophomore
at Osceola High, will be
attending the Summit. “I think
students drop out of school
because they don’t have a
backup plan. You have to constantly be working on your

Dr. Jawanza Kunjufu

future; don’t wait until you’re a
senior to start.” Lorenzo plans
on attending the University of
Florida to study veterinary
medicine. He has already been
accepted into the district’s Dual
Enrollment program for next
school year. This program will
allow Lorenzo to graduate from
high school with a diploma and
a college Associates of Arts
degree.
Dr. Kunjufu’s advice to
parents, “You should be monitoring your kids’ activities.
Don’t just raise your daughters,
but only love your sons. You
need to raise and love them
both.”

www.TheWeeklyChallengerNewspaper.com

Ma Rainey

Gertrude Pridgett was born
April 26, 1886, in Columbus,
Georgia, to minstrel troupers
Thomas Pridgett, Sr. and Ella
Allen-Pridgett.
The
first
popular stage entertainer to
incorporate authentic blues in
her song repertoire, Ma Rainey
performed during the first three
decades of the twentieth
century. Known as the “Mother
of the Blues,” she enjoyed mass
popularity during the blues
craze of the 1920s. She is
widely recognized as the first
great female blues vocalist.
Rainey worked at the
Springer Opera House in 1900,
performing as a singer and
dancer in the local talent show,
“A Bunch of Blackberries.” On
February 2, 1904, Pridgett
married comedy songster
William “Pa” Rainey. Billed as
“Ma” and “Pa” Rainey, the
couple toured Southern tent
shows and cabarets. Though
she did not hear blues in
Columbus, Rainey’s extensive
travels had, by 1905, brought
her into contact with authentic
country blues, which she
worked into her song repertoire. “Her ability to capture the
mood and essence of black
rural southern life of the
1920s,” noted Daphane
Harrison in Black Pearls: Blues
Queens “quickly endeared her
to throngs of followers
throughout the South.”
While performing with the
Moses Stokes troupe in 1912,
the Raineys were introduced to
the show’s newly recruited
dancer, Bessie Smith. Eight
years Smith’s senior, Rainey
quickly befriended the young
performer. Despite earlier his-

torical accounts crediting
Rainey as Smith’s vocal coach,
it has been generally agreed by
modern scholars that Rainey
played less of a role in the
shaping of Smith’s singing
style.
Around 1915, the Raineys
toured with Fat Chappelle’s
Rabbit Foot Minstrels.
Afterward, they were billed as
the “Assassinators of the
Blues” with Tolliver’s Circus
and Musical Extravaganza.
Separated from her husband in
1916, Rainey subsequently
toured with her own band,
Madam Gertrude Ma Rainey
and Her Georgia Smart Sets,
featuring a chorus line and a
Cotton Blossoms Show, and
Donald McGregor’s Carnival
Show.
With the help of Mayo
“Ink” Williams, Rainey first
recorded for the Paramount
label in 1923 (three years after
the first blues side recorded by
Mamie Smith). Already a
popular singer in the Southern
theater circuit, Rainey entered
the recording industry as an
experienced and stylistically
mature talent. Her first session,
cut with Austin and Her Blue
Serenaders, featured the traditional number “Bo-Weevil
Blues.” That same year, Rainey
recorded “See See Rider,” a
number that, as Arnold Shaw
observed in Black Popular
Music in America, emerged as
“one of the most famous and
recorded of all blues songs.
Rainey’s was the first recording
of that song, giving her a hold
on the copyright, and one of the
best of the more than 100
versions.”
Unlike many other blues
musicians, Rainey earned a
reputation as a professional on
stage and in business.
According to Mayo Williams,
as quoted in the liner notes to
August Wilson’s 1988 play Ma
Rainey’s Black Bottom, “Ma
Rainey was a shrewd business
woman. We never tried to put
any swindles on her. During
Rainey’s five-year recording

career at Paramount she cut
nearly ninety sides, most of
which dealt with the subjects of
love and sexuality—bawdy
themes that often earned her the
billing of “Madam Rainey.” As
William Barlow explained, in
Looking Up at Down, her
songs were also “diverse, yet
deeply rooted in day-to-day
experiences of black people
from the South. Ma Rainey’s
blues were simple, straightforward stories about heart break,
promiscuity, drinking binges,
the odyssey of travel, the
workplace and the prison road
gang, magic and superstition—
in short, the southern landscape
of African Americans in the
Post-Reconstruction era.”
Until 1926, Rainey
performed with her Wild Jazz
Cats on the Theater Owner’s
Booking Association circuit
(TOBA). That year, after
Dorsey left the band, she
recorded with various
musicians on the Paramount
label—often under the name of
Ma Rainey and her Georgia
Jazz Band which, on various
occasions, included musicians
such as pianists Fletcher
Henderson, Claude Hopkins,
and Willie the Lion Smith, reed
players Don Redman, Buster
Bailey and Coleman Hawkins,
and trumpeters Louis
A r m s t r o n g a n d To m m y
Ladnier.
Though the TOBA and
vaudeville circuits had gone
into decline by the early 1930s,
Rainey still performed, often
resorting to playing tent shows.
Following the death of her
mother and sister, Rainey
retired from the music business
in 1935 and settled in
Columbus. For the next several
years, she devoted her time to
the ownership of two entertainment
venues—the
Lyric
Theater and the Airdome—as
well as activities in the
Friendship Baptist Church.
Rainey
died
in
Rome,
Georgia—some sources say
Columbus—December
22,
1939.

Bringing Pastors To The Table
Phase 2 - Workshop
ST. PETERSBURG - The
Black Leadership Commission
on AIDS of Tampa Bay
(BLCA), Churches United for
Healthy Congregation
(CUFHC), and AIDS Service
Association of Pinellas Inc.
(ASAP), will join others in
this participatory workshop.
This workshop will
include, but not limited to, discussions about HIV and AIDS
causes, fastest growing population with HIV/AIDS (it’s not
who you think), myths, testing,
churches approach to individuals with HIV/AIDs, and
funding, etc.
We would like to thank
those who participated in the
“Bringing Pastors to the Table”
Phase l (Focus Group). The

participation in this process
was valuable to the overall
success we will have in
battling this life or death
situation that we now find in
our churches, and in our communities at large. Your participation, comments, and suggestions helped to prepare this
workshop curriculum. This
was based upon you and other
clergy’s need to communicate
to members and others about
this drastic disease that is
taking so many lives in our
black communities.
Now, we need your participation in Phase II of the
process. We have a workshop
planned for March 19 from
10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. The
workshop will be held at the

Suncoast Hospice, 3050 1st
Ave. South, St Petersburg.
Lunch will be served.
It is critical to address the
heavy toll HIV/AIDS is taking
on blacks who, in many cases,
already are disproportionately
impacted by economic and
social ills. The spread of HIV
and AIDS in the Black
community is directly associated with the fact that we do not
know enough about the
disease.
P l e a s e R S V P t o R e v.
Ayakao Watkins 727-3285520, Carolyn Swanson 727321-9444 or Gerald Syrkett
727-893-5438 no later than
March 16 so that enough food
is ordered for attendees.

Call Dianne Speights
Independent Sales Director

727-403-0144 or
727-866-6621
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Anti-Kony Video Campaign
Draws Criticism In Uganda

BY RODNEY MUHUMUZA

KAMPALA, Uganda (AP) The wildly successful viral
video campaign to raise global
awareness of a brutal Central
Africa rebel leader is attracting
criticism from Ugandans,
some who said Friday that the
30-minute video misrepresents
the complicated history of
Afri ca’s longes t-running
conflict.
The cam paign by the
ad v o cacy gr oup I nvisible
Children to make militia leader
Jo se ph K ony a household
name has received enormous
attention on YouTube and
other Internet sites this week.
But critics here said the
video glosses over a complicated history that made it
possible for Kony to rise to the
notoriety he has today. They
also lamented that the video
does not inform viewers that
Kony originally was waging
war against Uganda’s army,
whose human rights record has
been condemned as brutal by
independent observers.
“There is no historical
context. It’s more like a
fashion thing,” said Timothy
Ka l y egir a, a w ell-known
social critic in Uganda who
once published a newsletter
called The Uganda Record.
Kony’s Lord’s Resistance
Army began its attacks in
Uganda in the 1980s, when
Kony sought to overthrow the
government. Since being
pushed out of Uganda several
years ago, the LRA has terrorized villages in Congo, the
Central African Republic and
South Sudan. The group takes
young women into sexual
slavery and forces children to

Good Manners For Musicians

commit heinous attacks.
In the years when Kony’s
men roamed northern Uganda,
the Ugandan government was
often accused of failing to do
enough to capture or kill Kony,
with some government investigations showing that army
officers profiteered from a protracted war.
Olara Otunnu, a former
U.N. diplomat who worked on
children and armed conflict,
has long accused the Ugandan
government of committing
genocide in northern Uganda
as it pursued Kony.
Invisible Children said in a
statement posted on its website
that it does not defend any of
the human rights abuses
committed by the Ugandan
government.
But it said: “The only
feasible and proper way to stop
Kony and protect the civilians
he targets is to coordinate
efforts with regional governments.”
Ogenga Latigo, a politician from northern Uganda
who previously led the opposition in Uganda’s Parliament,
said Invisible Children’s per-

spective was too narrow to be
allowed to define the popular
understanding of an insurgency that displaced millions
and in which thousands were
killed or abducted.
“Theirs is a narrow perspective,” he said of Invisible
Children’s work. “They just
want the war to end so that
children can go back home.
That’s all.”
Latigo said that the
Ug an d an g o v ern m en t , b y
fai l i n g t o d ep l o y en o u g h
soldiers to prevent the LRA
from abducting children over
the years, had been partly
responsible for the rebel
group’s success as a recruiter
of children.
“Our position was clear.
We t o l d t h e g o v ern m en t ,
‘T h ere are n o t en o u g h
soldiers,’” he said.
Invisible Children said that
in its quest to garner wide
support of a complicated issue,
it tried to explain the conflict
in an easily understandable
format. It said that many
nuances of a 26-year conflict
are admittedly lost or overlooked in a half-hour film.

Joseph Kony

Hopefully, you read my last article “Manners
for Musicians – Part III Communication.” If you
did, then you’ll recall at the very end I mentioned
that my next article would be the 10
Commandments. Well, to be sure I’m a man of
my word, here’s the next article and it’s all about
the 10 Commandments musicians should attempt
to follow as they build their career. Mind you that
all of the Commandments won’t apply to
everyone, but to most it will. The only thing that
is asked is that you do your best.
In addition, I’d like to bring to your attention
once again that the information I’ve included in
the previous four articles was obtained by my
reading “Ethics – Manners for Musicians” written
by Dr. Mike Bogle in 2002 and published in Vol.
4, No. 2 edition of Jazz Improv magazine “The
Source for Everything Jazz.” At the time, he had a
book in progress by the same title.
#1 – You as a sideman should not pass out
personal business cards to clients, agents or even
an audience member at a gig. If someone asks you
for a card, refer them to the band leader.
#2 – You should not approach a client, agent
or audience member to ask for their business card.
It’s important for you to remember that “business
is business” and at the gig you should not be trying
to drum up business for yourself from someone
else’s client pool. Keep in mind that the bandleader may have spent years and years building
their client list and audience email list, and you’re
enjoying the fruits of his efforts.
#3 – It’s not cool for you to introduce yourself
to another member of the band at a gig (especially
in front of a client or audience member.) Ninetynine percent of the time, they think the band is a

For additional information
call 727-866-1844 or
email jazzjamm@aol.com
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PICK OF THE WEEK!
Is estimated to take 30 years and cost $1 billion to clean up

said Nnimmo Bassey, chair of
the environmental advocacy
group, Friends of the Earth
International. He cited dead fish
and a beached whale. “If one
whale dies, it means several
thousands of smaller species
have been impacted.” The fire,
he said, was “the worst in
African history in terms of gas
burned.”
Chevron said its tests hadn’t
found pollution in the air or

water and that they would hire
investigators from a nearby
Nigerian university to conduct
further studies.
The United Nations
E n v i ro n m en t P ro g ram i n
August estimated it would take
30 years and cost $1 billion to
clean up oil spilled over decades
into Nigeria’s river deltas. Oil
companies and Nigeria’s government should share the cost,
the U.N. group said.

P LEA S E S U P P O RT O U R A DV E RT I S E R S!
T E LL T H E M YO U SAW T H E I R A D I N
T H E W E E K LY C H A LLE N G E R!

#10 – Behave respectfully. Many musicians,
especially young up and coming musicians are not
familiar with the rules of etiquette when sitting in.
I’ve written on the subject previously, but it’s
been more than a year ago, and there’s always
room for a refresher.

To view schedule
of events visit:
www.rickgeesjazzjamm.com

Fire At Chevron Rig
In Nigeria Called
‘The Worst In African History’

(GLOBALINFO.ORG) —
A gas fire that burned for 46
days off Nigeria’s coast has
been extinguished according to
the Chevron Corp of San
Ramon, CA, but a full clean up
is far from over.
The oil company’s rig
exploded Jan. 16, killing two
people before it collapsed into
the sea. The explosion started a
fire on the ocean surface but the
damage reached a village some
six miles away.
Fishermen in Koluama
complained of fumes and dead
dolphins on their white sand
shore. Drinking water and fish
tasted like fuel, they said.
“The gas is inside the fish,”
said Bravely Salvage, youth
chairman for the village. “After
eating the fish you feel like
somebody who drunk diesel,
you feel dizzy.”
“There are very clear ecological impacts that are not
hidden, that are very visible,”

regular working band and hasn’t just put it
together this evening for this one gig. If you must
introduce yourself, it should be done discreetly out
of eyesight or hearing by the audience.
#4 – You should never arrive at the gig under
the influence of alcohol or drugs of any kind. You
also shouldn’t accept or consume alcohol at a gig
even if offered. If in doubt, check with the bandleader.
#5 – Be careful when eating food at the gig;
always be polite, and eat where the client designates. If they’re serving buffet style, wait until all
the guests have been through the line.
#6 – Unless you’re told differently you should
be at the gig a minimum of one hour before the
band is supposed to start playing. Also, be
extremely careful of booking gigs that are too
close in time on the same day. Allow ample time
before and after a gig to get to the next gig.
#7 – It’s considered poor manners to cancel
out on a gig three days before the play date. If you
simply must cancel then you should provide a substitute musician that is as good as or better than
yourself.
#8 – Be able and willing to play different
styles and volume levels as needed.
#9 – If you receive a call for a gig, you should
call ASAP, usually within an hour or certainly
within 24 hours, to either accept or reject the offer.

497
100
263

CA$H 3
DOG DAYS
1-8 5-2
3-7 8-4
6-3 4-6
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N.J. Rep. Donald Payne’s
Service Fondly
Remembered By Many

BY GREGORY MCDALE

Following New Jersey
Congressman
Donald
M.
Payne’s death, several friends
and colleagues reflected on his
outstanding legacy and tireless
service in the U.S. and abroad.
“Today serves as a reminder
to all of us who are blessed to
serve the people of our communities, that the time we have on
this earth can end much too fast,
and that we must constantly be
working to improve the lives of
those around us,” U.S. Rep.
Elijah Cummings (D-MD) said
in a statement. “My good friend
Donald Payne made that his
goal each and every day of his
life.”
Rep. Payne lost his battle to
colon cancer and died March 6
at St. Barnabas Hospital in
Li v i ngs ton. On Ma rc h 2,
according to the Associated
Press, he was flown to Jersey
from Georgetown University
Hospital after his health had
starkly declined.
A Newark native, Payne
knew early on that he wanted to
make a difference in many
peoples’ lives. According to the
Congressional Black Caucus
Foundation, he once said, “I
want to be a Congressman to
serve as a role model for the
young people I talk to on the
Newark street corners. I want
them to see there are no barriers
to achievement. I want to give
them a reason to try.”
After serving as a public
school teacher, he later became
a member of the Newark City

Council in 1988. Shortly thereafter, he made history when he
became New Jersey’s first
Black Congressional member.
He represented New Jersey’s
10th District, which includes
Newark and parts of Essex,
Union and Hudson counties. In
2010, he was elected into his
12th term.
While serving on the U.S.
House of R ep res en t at i v es
Educa tion a n d Wo rk fo rce
Committee, Payne worked tirelessly to improve the lives of
children and working families.
He provided equitable funding
for public schools and worked
to make healthcare more affordable. He also worked on the
House’s F o rei g n Affai rs
Subcommittee on Africa and
traveled abroad to provide
humanitarian aid.
“By any standard, Don lived
a full and meaningful life,”
President Barack Obama said in
a statement. He was a leader in
US-Africa policy, making
enormous contributions towards
helping restore democracy and
human rights across the
continent. ”
Payne served as the
chairman of the Congressional
Black Caucus (CBC) in 1995
and held this position for one
year. In 2010, he was elected
chair of the CBC Foundation.
The CBCF said in a
statement that Payne brought a
wealth of knowledge to the
organization and brought a
unique perspective to everything he did. “We have lost a
tireless public servant who

First black person elected
to represent New Jersey in
Congress.

embodied humanity, compassion and dignity for all,” the
CBCF said. “We will carry on
his mission to work for justice
and opportunity for all.”
Former Maryland
Congressman Kweisi Mfume
says that Payne helped him win
his election as chairman of the
CBC. He explained that their
20-year friendship was filled
with memories of traveling the
world to assist those in need.
“Don
Payne
was
a
friend–that’s the real bottom
line,” Mfume told the AFRO.
“When people take a look at his
life I hope they come to understand that he loved his work and
he did so much to represent not
only the people of New Jersey
but people across the globe. He
was passionate about what he
believed in and he always
believed that tomorrow would
be better than today. I’m going
to miss him.”
Payne is survived by three
children and four grandchildren.

Renowned Principal On A
‘One Man Mission’ To Close
The ‘Attitude Gap’ Of
America’s Black Male Students
J ERSEY CI TY - Afte r
fourteen years of leading the
transformation of three different
urban middle schools and one
high school, renowned New
Jersey educator, speaker and
author, Baruti Kafele has taken
his “show on the road.”
Disgusted and fed up with
the gross underachievement of
black male students at the elementary, middle and high
sc h ool levels throughout
America, Principal Kafele,
recently left the nationally-recognized Newark Tech HS in
order to go on a “one man
mission” of transforming the
attitudes of black male learners,
both nationally and internationally.
Instead of reporting to
Newark Tech every morning, he
now reports to hundreds of
different schools throughout
America in order to conduct
p ro f es s ional deve lopment
w o rk s hops f or educ ators,
parental engagement seminars,
community forums and male
empowerment assemblies - all
geared toward closing what he
has coined, the “Attitude Gap”
of the black male learner.
The recipient of over one
hundred educational, professional and community awards,
Principal Kafele contends that
the crisis of the black male

learner is much deeper and far
greater than simply deficiencies
in math and reading. With a
national high school graduation
rate of only 47 percent coupled
with staggering suspension
rates and chronic underachievement, Principal Kafele contends
that clearly, schools have failed
to identify the true essence of
the problem.
He says that as long as
schools fail to capture the
attention of their otherwise
brilliant black male learners and
get them “fired up” about themselves and the prospects for
their futures, we will continue to
see large numbers of them
joining gangs, winding up in
juvenile detention facilities and
dying in the streets. In his professional development
workshops, Principal Kafele
shares proven strategies he’s
used over his twenty-one year
“mission” as a public school
teacher and principal which
inspired thousands of his black
male students to consistently
soar academically. Strategies
for developing a school-wide
“Young Men’s Empowerment
Program” are also discussed.
Principal Kafele’s message
is an absolute must for any
school, district or college-level
teacher preparation program
that is serious about motivating

Baruti Kafele closing the
“Attitude Gap” of the black
male learner

their black male learners to
strive for academic excellence.
His message is inspiring, reinvigorating, thought-provoking
and candid. He inspires
educators, parents and black
males themselves to expect and
accept nothing less than extraordinary achievement. Through
his “one man mission,” he aims
to impact as many black males
across America as is humanly
possible!
Principal Kafele is also the
author five books, including his
national best seller, Motivating
Black Males to Achieve in
School and in Life.
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Princeton Minority
Youth Leadership Academy
Focuses on Achievement

NEW YORK, NY - One of
the only Ivy League summer leadership academies for minority
students is set on improving SAT
test and math scores during the At
the Well Young Women’s
Leadership Academy at Princeton
University. The academic achievement gap between minority teen
students and their white counterparts prompted Jacqueline B.
Glass, founder of the academy
through her non-profit organization, At the Well Conferences, Inc.,
to create the two-week program.
According to Glass, “The U.
S. Department of Education statistics state African Americans
account for about 13 percent of the
entire college enrollment. The low
performance of African American
students in math and on SAT
scores is alarming. Our program
addresses these issues head-on.”
The Academy held its first
session in 2011 and included
speakers from Johnson &
Johnson, Goldman Sachs, and St.
John’s University to name a few.
Instructors feature Princeton
University faculty along with
leaders from the business
community. The program is
geared towards minority girls in

underserved communities
entering the tenth, eleventh or
twelfth grades of high school. It
features overnight boarding and
focuses on critical thinking,
problem solving, self-confidence,
personal growth, essay writing,
math, and SAT test prep courses.
The on-site environment offers the
opportunity for students to experience a college setting. For many of
the participants who attend, it is
their first visit to an Ivy League
campus.
Ma n y o f t h e a t t e n d e e s
originate from backgrounds where
finances are scare; therefore,
scholarships are made available to
students through generous
donations and sponsorships. More
than 90 percent of the students in
2011 required some form of
financial aid.
Gabrielle DeAnna Robinson,
a 2011 graduate praised the experience. She states, “The Academy
was an amazing experience! I
have learned so much about leadership and entrepreneurship. The
classes taught me how to be a
better writer and test taker.” This
year’s event will be held Aug.1224, at the Carl Field Center.
According to Princeton

The academy seeks to
empower young women

University, this unique building
provides training, social and
cultural programs, and educational
opportunities that prepare students
and others to succeed in a diverse
and ever-changing world. The
building’s four pillars stand for
Empowerment, Understanding,
Social Justice, and Leadership.
The At the Well Young Women’s
Leadership Academy has found
the perfect setting for success.
“The Academy seeks to
empower young women locally to
become effective leaders globally.
By promoting excellence in
education, these young women
will transform their communities,”
states Ms. Glass. At the Well
Conferences, Inc. has been
empowering teens through conferences and events since 2009. The
Academy is now accepting applications for the 2012 class.
For more information, visit
www.atthewellconferences.org.

Family Of Teen Fatally
Shot By Neighborhood
Watch Seeks Answers

BY MIKE SCHNEIDER
ASSOCIATED PRESS

ORLANDO - The family of a
Florida teen who was fatally shot
after an encounter with a neighborhood watch leader last Thursday
asked the police department investigating the death to release 911
tapes that may help explain how
the young man died.
Family members said 17-yearold Trayvon Martin, of Miami, was
visiting his father and soon-to-be
stepmother last month at their
home in a gated community in the
Orlando suburb of Sanford. He had
gone to a convenience store to buy
some Skittles candy and was
returning home when he was confronted by an armed man who was
head of the local neighborhood
watch, family member said.
The man hasn’t been charged.
His name was redacted along with
Martin’s name in an initial police
report but he was identified as 28year-old George Zimmerman in a
police report released Thursday.
The report said Zimmerman
initially called police to report a
suspicious person in the neighborhood and minutes later 911 dispatchers received several calls of
shots being fired in the neighborhood. Zimmerman told police

NAACP

continued from front page

Carolina, Texas, Mississippi,
and Wisconsin. Republicans,
the primary proponent of the
bills, say they are intended to
prevent voter fraud. However,
there is little documentation of
voter fraud in U. S. elections.
Jealous retorts that the new laws
are clearly intended to affect the
next presidential election.
He said the NAACP delegation will request that the U.N.
investigate the multiple
infringements upon voting
rights by states within the U. S.,

officers that he had shot Martin and
officers found a semiautomatic
handgun on him. The report said
that Zimmerman’s back was wet
and he was covered in grass as if he
had been on the ground. He was
bleeding from his nose and the
back of the head, the report said.
A police officer said he
overheard Zimmerman say, “I was
yelling for someone to help me but
no one would help me” while he
was being treated by paramedics.
Zimmerman has been interviewed three times and is cooperating. He is claiming self-defense,
even though he was following
Martin, said Sanford Police Chief
Bill Lee.
“There is some physical
evidence and some testimony that
would corroborate some of that
story,” Lee said.
The 911 tapes haven’t been
released because it has critical
information and detectives don’t
want it to influence the testimony
of prospective witnesses, the police
chief said.
Nobody answered the phone
at Zimmerman’s house despite
attempts by The Associated Press
to reach him last Thursday.
Martin’s father, Tracy, said
Thursday that family members
were upset that no arrest had been

and to make sure the world
community is informed about
the impact of the new laws so
they won’t be replicated
throughout the globe.
The ultimate hope is that
the U. N. will send a committee
to study the new laws, the racial
impact and the impact on the
democratic process.
“We believe it is important
for them to weigh in on what is
happening in our democracy
because it is the gold standard
for democracies throughout the
world,” Jealous said.
He stressed that the delegation is not going to complain
about “actions taken by the US

Civil rights leaders are
preparing to back the
Martin family

made. He described the neighborhood as mixed race but his
attorneys said they believed
Trayvon Martin was being profiled
at the time of the encounter because
he was a young black man.
Zimmerman is white. The
attorneys also questioned why a
neighborhood watch leader would
carry a gun.
“He was stereotyped for some
reason,” attorney Ben Crump said
of the victim. “Why was Trayvon
suspicious? There are hundreds of
children in that community.
The police chief said residents
upset by the lack of an arrest so far
should wait until the investigation
is completed, as soon as next week.
The State Attorney’s Office will
then decide whether to present it to
a grand jury.
federal government or any
action taken by them,” but
rather to “call attention to states
that have acted in a rogue and
malicious manner toward the
rights of the minority population in the U.S.”
The U.N. has no jurisdiction over state governments in
the U.S. But, Jealous said he is
hoping that the Council will use
its power to pressure the federal
government to pressure the
states to do what is right. He
said that power “is to shame
them” by pressuring the U. S. to
bring them in “line with principles of democracy.”
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Bucs Sign WR Vincent Jackson For 5 Years

TAMPA - (AP) Free agent
wide receiver Vincent Jackson
signed a five-year, $55.55 million
contract with the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers, immediately becoming
the team’s most dangerous receiver.
Jackson was one of the top
wideouts available in free agency
once San Diego decided not to give
him the franchise tag. It didn’t take
him long to hook up with Tampa
Bay an d q u art erb ack J o s h
Freeman, in whose honor Jackson
got all those 5s in the deal; Freeman
wears uniform No. 5.

The contract, negotiated by
Schwartz and Feinsod Agency, will
pay Jackson $13 million in each of
his first two years, then $10 million
for the third year.
Jackson will provide a deep
threat for Freeman, whose other
receivers, Mike Williams and
Arrelious Benn, are more shortrange targets.
San Diego gave Jackson the
franchise tag in 2011 and he signed
for nearly $11 million. He missed
most of the previous season in a
salary dispute.

During the lockout, Jackson
was one of 10 named plaintiffs in
the Brady V. NFL antitrust suit filed
against club owners.
Then Jackson had his third
1,000-yard receiving season in
2011 on his way to his second Pro
Bowl. He made 60 receptions for
1,106 yards and nine touchdowns,
and Jackson’s yards per catch
average of 18.4 was sixth in the
league.
The 29-year-old Jackson was a
second-round pick (61st overall) by
the Chargers in 2005.

Vincent Jackson

Crew Chief Chad Knaus: Cheater Or Innovator?
CHARLOTTE (AP) - The
court of public opinion has long
been divided on Chad Knaus.
Depending on who you ask, the
crew chief is a world-class cheater,
a masterful innovator, or maybe a
combination of both.
An appeals committee will get
its say Tuesday, when Knaus goes
before the National Stock Car
Racing Appeals Panel to fight a
six-race suspension handed down
by NASCAR after five-time
ch am p i o n J i m m i e J o h n s o n ’s
Daytona 500 car failed its first
inspection.
Many believe his reputation is
at stake.
It’s not.
Those who follow NASCAR
made up their minds about Knaus
somewhere around suspension
one, two, three or four.
Besides, he doesn’t much care
what anyone thinks about him.
“As far as my reputation goes,
I’m not too concerned about that,’’
he said. “What we want to do is go
out there and do the best thing we
can for Hendrick Motorsports, the
best thing for (sponsor) Lowe’s
and try to win races and championships.’’
Nobody has been better at that
than Knaus over the last decade.
He guided Johnson to a record
five-straight championships and
53 victories since the two were
paired in 2002 by team owner Rick
Hendrick. Knaus is not credited
with two other victories Johnson
earned
while
Knaus
was
suspended, including, the 2006
Daytona 500. Knaus had been
kicked out of SpeedWeeks by
NASCAR in ‘06 for alterations
found on the car following
Johnson’s qualifying lap.
It’s been a long time since
Knaus last broke any rules. This
latest incident is actually Knaus’
first infraction since 2007, when he

sat out six races for flaring out the
front bumpers of Johnson’s car at
Sonoma. But, should it stand
following Tuesday’s appeal, it will
be his fourth suspension as a crew
chief since 2001. A two-race suspension in 2005 was reduced on
appeal to 90 days probation.
So how does this keep
happening? And is Knaus really
arrogant enough to believe he can
pull a fast one on NASCAR’s
inspectors time and time again?
Doubtful.
Knaus is one of the most
driven crew chiefs in NASCAR
history, and no one would deny
he’s made tremendous personal
sacrifices in his quest to not just
win every race entered, but to
embarrass the competition while
doing so. He’s 40 years old, single,
childless and eats, sleeps and
breathes racing.
So focused on being the very
best, Knaus’ decision to skip
preseason testing this January to
instead take an African safari was
considered news.
Knaus makes it his personal
mission to find every gray area in
the NASCAR rule book and
exploit it to his gain. When it
landed him in hot water time and
time again, he had to re-evaluate
his approach and inch closer to the
line of acceptability.
Now he’s crossed it again but
that’s according to NASCAR,
because Knaus maintains he
wasn’t cheating. NASCAR ruled
the sheet metal between the roof
and the side windows had been
illegally modified; Knaus said that
was determined by a visual inspection and the car never even made it
to the templates.
“We never even got the opportunity to actually present that
under templates,’’ he said. “It is
unfortunate, there is a bit of subjectiveness to it and that is why we

are going through the appeal.’’
Knaus also maintained the car
had passed previous inspections
“multiple times’’ at NASCAR’s
R&D Center, and he never
imagined there’d be a problem at
the track.
“Honestly, it’s not what I had
expected. I’m disappointed that it
is in the situation it is,’’ he said.
“This is not what we had expected
rolling into Daytona at all.’’
He’s revealed nothing about
the defense he’ll present on
Tuesday, but the odds are stacked
against him persuading the appeals
panel to cut him some slack. In the
11 appeals argued the last two
seasons, 10 were upheld and only
one was reduced.
The appeal will be heard by
three committee members, chosen
from a group of 44 panel members
that consists of former drivers,
former car owners, former crew
chiefs, track operators and other
officials. All panel members are
listed in NASCAR’s rule book.
NASCAR on Monday said its
policy was to not reveal in advance
who will hear an appeal, nor would
series officials divulge how the
panel members are assigned to
each hearing.
Retired driver Kyle Petty was
critical of the process in Sunday’s
pre-race show on SPEED,
claiming some of the members
“may have passed away since their
names were put in here, that’s how
old these people are.’’
Although it was an exaggeration on Petty’s part, he’s not wrong
in wondering how many of the
appeals board members are in
touch with the inner workings of
present day NASCAR.
“These people don’t go to the
race track, they don’t understand
the process. They’re great business
people. They’re past drivers,
champions, past sports car racers,

Chad Knaus

past engine builders,’’ Petty said.
“I think (Knaus and Johnson)
should be judged by their peers. In
this environment we race in today,
if you commit a crime or you do
something, you should be judged
by people who understand the
sport and what is going on.’’
But that’s what Knaus is up
against Tuesday. He’s worked hard
the last two races since NASCAR
announced his punishment,
guiding Johnson to a fourth-place
finish at Phoenix and a secondplace finish at Las Vegas.
The finishes have boosted
Johnson, who was docked 25
points as part of the penalty, from
43rd in the Sprint Cup standings to
23rd. It’s also been a strong
statement that the team is tough
enough even coming off of last
year’s career-worst sixth-place
finish in the standings to handle
this storm. What happens with
Knaus on the bench remains to be
seen, because his best-case
scenario is getting a reduction on
the six-race suspension. When he
returns, whenever that is, it’s guaranteed he’ll be back with a
vengeance and out to find every
loophole in theNASCAR rule
book.
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Woods Says He Hopes To
Play Next Week At Bay Hill

JUPITER (AP) - Tiger Woods
said Monday night his left Achilles
tendon is mildly strained and he is
hopeful he can still play next week
at Bay Hill.
On Sunday, Woods withdrew
from the Cadillac Championship at
Doral after hitting his tee shot on
the 12th hole.
“Got good news from doc
tonight,’’ he posted on his Twitter
account. “Only mild strain of left
Achilles. Can resume hitting balls
late in week and hopeful for next
week.’’

Woods is scheduled to play the
Arnold Palmer Invitational at Bay
Hill, which starts March 22, his
final tournament before the
Masters. He has played Augusta
National every year since 1995.
He s a i d h i s l e f t A c h i l l e s
tendon, which caused him to miss
two majors last year, felt tight as he
warmed up on the practice range
b efo re t h e f i n a l r o u n d o f t h e
Cadillac Championship, and it got
worse from there.
It was the second time in 10
months that Woods had to

withdraw from a tournament
because of his Achilles. He also
left after shooting a 42 on the front
nine of The Players Championship
last May, causing him to sit out
three months until it was completely healed. There were some in his
camp who did not want him to
compete in The Players to give the
injury more time.
Woods said in a statement
Sunday after withdrawing, “In the
past, I may have tried to continue
to play, but this time, I decided to
do what I thought was necessary.’’

Tiger Woods
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(727) 894-4311

Email: info@mzprogressive.org Website: www.mzprogressive.org

First Baptist Institutional Church
3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 727-323-7518

Sunday Worship Services .............................7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................................................................9:00 a.m.
Wednesday Mid-Day Bible Study..........................Noon - 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service.................................................6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study .....................................................6:30 p.m.
Youth Chapel Services - 921 20th Street South
2nd & 4th Sunday Worship Services ................................10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer ............................................................6:00 p.m.
Bible Study ........................................................................6:30 p.m.

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Praise Time 10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.

Mission Statement:

Impact the world by equipping believers
to reach the lost with the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Rev. Louis M. Murphy Sr.
Senior Pastor

Tuesday Night Live - Prayer Service & Bible Study 7 p.m.
Come Worship With the First Baptist Family

REV. DR. WAYNE G. THOMPSON,
PASTOR

First Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church
1121 22nd Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 327-8708
Sunday Worship Services . . . .8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting (Tuesday) . . . . . . . . . . . . .6:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Tuesday) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7:00 p.m.
Baptist Training Union (Sunday) . . . . . . . .4:00 p.m.
Rev. Wallace Elliott Sr. - Pastor

“The Little Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Moore’s Chapel AME Church

Victory Christian Center Church

3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
(727) 321-0911
www.victorychristiancenterchurch.com

3037 Fairfield Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
727-321-3187
Rev. James S. Cleare, Pastor

Pastor Cleare, and
wife Sis. April Cleare

“A New Season: GOD is doing more
at Moore’s Chapel AME Church”

Claude S. Williams, Pastor

Church School...........................................Sunday 9:00 AM
“Where the Word of GOD is applied to Life”

Worship Service .......................................Sunday 10:30 AM
“Where the Word of GOD prepares us for Life”

Bible Study .........................................Wednesday, 7:00 PM
“Where the Word of GOD is explained for Life”

GENESIS
WORSHIP
CENTER
CHURCH

Pastor Michael T. and
Elect Lady Sheila Culbreth

1818 29th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Florida
727.898.5571
Sunday Worship
11:30 a.m.

MOUNT PILGRIM MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
4000 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711 Phone: (727) 321-7375
“Returning God’s People to the Word of God”

Pastor Clark
Hazley, Sr.

Sunday School....................................9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Sunday General Worship ......................................11:00 a.m.
Communion .......................................................First Sunday
Sunday New Member Orientation..........................9:30 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting .................7:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study.......................7:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday Youth Bible Study ............7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday Tutoring ............................6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Mission Statement
Having been led, as we believe, by the Spirit of God to receive the Lord Jesus Christ as
our Savior; and on the profession of our faith. We the people of God returning to God’s
Word, proclaiming, God’s Will in provoking His love among one another.

10th Street Church Of God

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church. For more information about the
other services and ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911
*Nursery and Youth Services Available

United for Christ

Freewill Baptist Church

207 - 10th Street North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

(727) 898-9407

Sunday School...............................9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship .......................11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening Prayer ........6:30 p.m.

Wednesday Night Bible Study.....7:30 p.m.

Rev. Ronald L. Bell
Pastor

The church where
what God’s word teaches
is practiced!

Friendship

Sunday................7:45 a.m. and 10:45 a.m. Worship
Sunday School. ..............................................9:30 a.m.

Wednesday.....................Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life; 7 p.m. Prayer and Bible Study

Thursday..........7 p.m. Youth Enrichment - Awana

Pastor Minister Tyrone Ford
and 1st Lady Kadell Ford

4116 34th Street South
Pinch A Penny Plaza
St. Petersburg, Florida 33711

727-258-4993
www.ufcfbaptistchurch.org

Wednesday Night Bible Study ......................7:00 p.m.
Sunday School ............................................. 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service .............................11:00 a.m.

Living, Teaching and Preaching the True Gospel
of Jesus Christ, to Save Lost Souls. Come join in with us.

20th Street
Church Of Christ

Missionary Baptist Church
3300 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300
www.fmbctheship.org

Schedule of Services
Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.
(except Wednesdays)

Dr. John A. Evans,
Pastor

“Serving and Saving
“Helping and
Healing”

“Inspiring and
Instructing”
“Praying and
Praising”

825 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Home: 896-8006
B ro . R obe rt Sm ith

Sunday Morning Worship .................................7:45 a.m.
Sunday Morning Bible Class.............................9:20 a.m.
Sunday Morning Second Worship..................10:40 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ...............................7:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class ............................7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Morning Bible Class ....................10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class .............................7:00 p.m.

Prayer Tower Church of God in Christ
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Pastor
1137 37th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 321-0670
Sunday

Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday

SERVICES

Sunday School – 10:30 a.m.
A. M. Service – 11:30 a.m.
YPWW (1st & 3rd Sunday) – 5:30 p.m.
P.M. Service (1st & 3rd Sunday) – 6:30 p.m.
P. M. Service (2nd & 4th Sunday) - 5:30 p.m.
Morning Prayer – 9:30 to 10:30 a.m.
Prayer Service – 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study (for all ages) – 7:30 p.m.

PROMOTE YOUR
CHURCH!
Call for
advertising rates today!
727-896-2922

ADVERTISE YOUR CH URCH EVENT
C A L L F O R A Q U OT E :
727- 8 9 6 - 2 9 2 2

CHURCH DIRECTORY
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ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631 • www.stmarkch.org
Schedule of Services

Church School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday 9:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

OF

JESUS MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Church School: .....................................9:15 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.
Devotion: ............................................10:00 a.m. – 10:20 a.m.
Praise and Worship: ............................10:20 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship Service: .......................................10:30 a.m.
Saints of Prayer each Monday ...............................12:00 Noon
Bible Study each Tuesday: .......................................6:30 p.m.

Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015

Rev. Brian K. Brown

By The Word of Faith Church Inc.
558 28th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 727-328-0788 • Fax: 727-328-8460

Service Times and Schedules
EVERY TUESDAY-THURSDAY FROM 10 AM - 2 PM
COME AND GET A BAG OF FOOD ONCE A MONTH

Bishop Willie C. Sands
Evangelist Patricia Sands

THE ROCK
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Wednesday Night 7:00 p.m. Empowerment Service
3rd and 4th Sunday 9:00 a.m. New Members Class
Sunday Morning 9:00 Sunday School
Sunday Morning Service 10:00
Nursery Available and Children Ministry!!!

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 – 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida

Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Office Hours: Tuesday and Friday
9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com Web site: www.bmmbc.org

Sunday Worship Service.........10:15 a.m.
Sunday School ..........................9:00 a.m.
Teen Summit (Wednesday) ......7:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Wednesday).........7:00 p.m.

“God’s House In The City”

Rev. Rickey L. Houston, Pastor

CHURCH NEWS
Friendship Missionary Baptist Church

“The Ship – One Lord,
One Faith, One Baptism, One
Church.”
F riends hip M issionary
Baptist Church is a Family of
believers in Christ, reaching
out to the world, preaching the
gospel to the unsaved and
teaching the saved to serve by
demonstrating the Love of
Christ.
“2012 ~ God Never Fails”
The Employee Relations
Counsel Ministry is accepting
Job Interest applications for
the position of Assistant
Minister of Music/Organist.
The ability to read music -

musically trained or holds a
degree in music is preferred.
Done by the order of the
Friendship Missionary Baptist
Church, Incorporated. Please
contact FBMC Office.
Have you found the key? If
you’re looking for the key to
happiness or heaven, you’ll
find it through Jesus Christ.
Dr. John A. Evans, Sr., and
Friendship welcome you to
open our doors. Friendships’
Morning Services starts at 7:45
and 10:45 Sunday School
begins at 9:30.
Prayer still works for the
glory of God. Come join us

each Wednesday for Noonday
Bible Study or each
Wednesday night at 7 as we
study the Book of Hebrews, Dr.
John A. Evans, Sr., facilitator.
The Youth Enrichment –
Awana curriculum convenes
Thursday nights, at 7. First
Lady Teresa Evans, Director of
Youth Ministry.
Friendship is located at
3300 31st St. S., St.
Petersburg, FL 33712. Our
telephone number: 727-9068300. Don’t forget to visit our
website:
www.fmbctheship.org.
God Bless You – The Ship!

Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church

Bethel Metropolitan
Missionary Baptist Church,
“God’s House in the City,”
under the leadership of Dr
Rickey L. Houston extends an
invitation to the community to
join us as we declare the
living Word of God. Join us at
9 a.m. for Sunday School and
at 10:15 a.m. worship service.
Bible Study and Teen
Summit/Children Rising are
held Wednesday evening, at 7.
We are committed to a
Ch ri s t- center ed, P eoplecentered, Team-centered and
Bible-based teaching
m i n i str y; with prioritie s
focused on Love,
Forgiveness, Unity, Peace and
G ro wth. We celebra te in
worship, we care for one

another, we cultivate the
fullest spiritual life possible
both individually and corporately; and we communicate
God’s truth at every opportunity. Living out these principles results in a kaleidoscope
of ministries for all ages and
interests. We also encourage
the community to make use of
our Prayer Line. (727-3219645)
The Mission Ministry will
host their annual Evening In
White service, Sunday, March
18 at 4 p.m. This is a fellowship service with the Mission
Ministry of local churches
throughout the bay area.
Reverend Jean Owens of
Statesboro, GA is the speaker.
Join us and celebrate His

Word.
The Women Ministry is
preparing for their
H AT I T T U D E E X P E R I ENCE, Saturday, March 24,
10 a.m. to Noon. Come and
share as they study how to be
a Powerful Presence for
Christian Service. Wear your
biggest and elegant hat, or
your funniest and comfortable
hat; or just wear a hat with
cl as s . S ab ri n a S ri n i v as a,
Gloria Flakes and Althea
Hudson are the facilitators.
“Deeper Into God’s Word
We Shall Delve In 2012” II
Timothy 2:15, 3:16-17
Telephone:727-327-0554
Email:bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com.
Website: www.bmmbc.org

ADVERTISE YOUR
CH URCH EVENT
C A L L F O R A Q U OT E :
727- 896 - 2 9 2 2

St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church

The St. Mark Missionary
Baptist Church, its pastor, the
Reverend Brian K. Brown, its
official staff of Deacons and
Trustees, and the entire congregation, extends to the
community at large, its wish that
there would be an overflowing of
God’s blessings upon their lives.
St. Mark is grounded in a Christcentered doctrine that has its
central theme, a belief that we
are a haven of hope, help, and
healing for a world hungering for
and thirsting after the enlightened word of God. At St. Mark,
we are Christians willing to work
and partner in unity, praising
God for His awesome gift, His
son Jesus Christ.
Coming in the Month of
March 2012
March 18 - The Male Chorus

Presents Men in Harmony
4 p.m.
March 19 - Flyer Distribution
for the Pizza Ministry beginning
at 6:30 p.m.
March 20 - 23 - The
Progressive M & E Baptist State
Convention at the Innisbrook
Golf Resort.
March 22 - Reverend Brian
K,
Brown,
Speaker
for
Progressive M & E Baptist State
Convention - 7:30 p.m.
March 26 - Pizza Ministry
from 6:30 - 8 p.m.
March 30 - Monthly
Business Meeting at 7 p.m.
Also at St. Mark …
Sunday School is held for
both children and adults of all
ages. Sunday School starts each
Sunday morning at 9:30. All are
invited to come out and join us.

Baptist Training Union is
each Sunday at 5 p.m. Members
and the general public are invited
to come out and study the Bible
with us and learn “What Baptist
Believe”.
Children and Youth Ministry
Meetings are held every
Tuesday at 6 p.m. Children in
the community are welcomed to
join us.
Young Adult Ministry every
Monday from 6:30 p.m. (Bible
Study)
Sunday School Teachers’
Meeting is held every Tuesday at
7 p.m.
Senior Hour of Power Bible
Study is held every Wednesday
at 9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible
Study every Wednesday at 7
p.m.

Mt. Zion Progressive
Missionary Baptist Church

“Impact the world by
equipping believers to reach the
lost with the gospel of Jesus
Christ.”
The University of Alabama
at Birmingham Gospel Choir
wil l b e i n c o n c e r t o n
Wednesday, March 21 at 7 p.m.
in our Main Sanctuary. This
concert is FREE and open to the
public.
If you joined Mt Zion within
the last year and have not
completed your New Member
Classes come out Saturday,
March 17. You will be able to
take several classes in one day.
Classes will be held from 8 a.m.
– 2 p.m. in the Youth Chapel.
Attention: Young Adults
(18 – 25) our REACH Ministry
invites you to join the Tuesday
evening bible study weekly at 7
p.m.

C.A.R.E. Ministry in partnership with Single Moms
Ministry will sponsor a Baby
Clothing Swap Saturday, March
17 at 10 a.m. in the CARE
Building located at 1906 9th
Ave. So. Bring your gently worn
infant and/or toddler clothing
and accessories.
The Children and Youth
Ministries has a variety of social
outlets for ages 6-18. Your child
can learn basic Christian values
through Scouting. Cub & Boy
Scouts meet every Monday at
6:30 p.m. Girl Scouts meet
every first, third and fifth
Monday at 6:30 p.m.
Is your child interested in
music? Try our Community
Marching Band and Flag Corp
under the direction of Mr. Deon
Bryant. Contact the church at
894-4311 for more information.

Lunch Time Bible Study
each Wednesday at noon. We
invited you for an interactive
study for just 30 minutes in the
main sanctuary. Open to the
public.
We invite you, your family
and friends to join us for weekly
uplifting and spirit filled
worship services every Sunday,
at 7:45 a.m. and 10 a.m. Teen
Services are held every second,
third and fourth Sunday at 10
a.m. in the Youth Chapel.
Visit us on the web: mzprogressive.org and like us on
FACEBOOK for other ministry
activities and events.
Mt. Zion Progressive
Missionary Baptist Church,
955 20th St. S. 727-894-4311.
www.mzprogressive.org.

Church News due by 4 p.m.
on Monday of each week
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AVID

continued from front page

“Your professor is not going
to say, ‘Write this down.’ You
have to know what is important.
It’s all about internalizing your
own learning versus someone
else giving it to you.”
Fowler instructs the AVID
elective, along with two other

teachers at Lakewood. She
understands the responsibility
entrusted to her in guiding
students to academic success, as
well as playing the role of
counselor.
“If it takes us telling you
every day that you can do it, we
will tell you every day, so be it.
We focus on being prepared for
the future.”

Tamia Kennedy studies her notes

Tara Fowler helps Jahnique Corbett

QUANTUM

continued from front page

In ad d i t i o n t o t h ei r
academic responsibilities,
they have designed sets and
operated sound and light
controls for a number of theatrical productions in the
area, including St. Petersburg
High School, the St.
Petersburg City Theater and
th e Kat h eri n e Hi ck m an
Theater in Gulfport.
Quantum associate Harold
Wi l s o n , a S t . P et e Hi g h
junior, has been inducted into
the local chapter of the
National Thespians
Association.
Christopher Schofield
was
promoted
from
Pri v at e
to
S t aff
Serg ean t i n t h e J u n i o r
Reserve Officers Training
Corps (JROTC) at Gibbs
High School. Edwin
Gonzalez is one of the “5000
Role Models” members and a
fo u n d er o f a b i -l i n g u al
support group called Night of
Culture at St. Pete High.
Delilah Vargas this year
became a reporter for the St.
Pete High newspaper, and
William Farmer, also a St.
Pete High student, has
decided that his considerable
mathematical talents will
support his college enrollment before he joins the
military, his ultimate goal.
Associate Lauren Lord was
elected to the presidency of
her sophomore class and
Rashawn McCullum is one
of several Quantum members
of the pre-college Kappa
Alpha Psi fraternity league.
The civic engagement
p ro j ect wh i ch t h ey are
launching this month shows
i n s i g h t , m at u ri t y an d
thoughtful leadership. CCEJ-

Quantum Associates and
staff have designed and
begun an anti-bullying, antihate project called, “IT’S
O.K. 2 B U.” Following the
creative guidance of the
Quantum Coordinator, Ms.
Jennifer Hills-Wheeler, the
slogan “IT’S O. K. 2 B U” is
emblazoned on 3 inch lapel
buttons, and captures the
sense of fairness, tolerance
an d p o s i t i v e l e a d e r s h i p
reflected in the pledge which
they are asking their peers at
school to sign.
Graphic artist Anthony
Munnerlyn, actor Jaylen
Johnson, performance artist
and composer Khalil Ware,
and their other Quantum colleagues, Chynel Lavine,
Nicholas Oliveros and Tajon
Hinds, have developed an
over-sized wall posters to
telegraph the impact of the
anti-bullying and anti-hate
message of the project. The
associates plan also to
include two Middle Schools
in the initiative.
The objectives of the
C C E J - Q u a n t u m
Opportunities program are to
expand the experiences and
the academic potential and
achievement of the associates
through tutoring and mentorcoaching in leadership,
cr i t i c a l t h i n k i n g , c i v i c
engagement, healthy eating
and law-abiding behaviors,
and multi-cultural advancement.
The
founders
and
operators of CCEJ-Quantum
in St. Petersburg are Rev.
E d w a r d V. L e f t w i c h
(Chair/President-Emeritus)
and Dr. Yvonne ScruggsLeftwich, President-CEO
and Principle Investigator.
See more on the website:
www.ccejquantum.org.

Photographs courtesy of Kelley Collier

Students work on making posters

Dr. Yvonne Scruggs-Leftwich, center, stands
with student displaying a sample of their posters

Students display a poster while others make lapel buttons
that have the slogan “It’s OK 2 B U”

